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Schedulability of Sporadic Jobs in 

Deadline-Driven Systems

• Definition Revisiting: 

– Tasks versus Jobs

– Earliest Deadline First (EDF) Scheduling

• Definition: The density of a sporadic job with an

arrival time ri, maximum execution time ei, and

the absolute deadline di is ei /(di-ri).

• Definition: A job is active in its interval (ri,di].

• Theorem 7.4 [Jane Liu, RTS2000] A system of

independent preemptable sporadic jobs is

schedulable by EDF if the total density of all

active jobs is no greater than 1 at all times.

(A sufficient condition) 2



Schedulability of Sporadic Jobs in 

Deadline-Driven Systems

• Definition: The instantaneous utilization of a

sporadic job Si,j is ui,j = ei,j / pi,j, where pi,j denotes

the release-time difference between Si,j and Si,j+1.

• Definition: The instantaneous utilization of a

sporadic task Si is ui = maxj(ei,j / pi,j).

• Corollary 7.5 [Jane Liu, RTS2000] A system of n

independent preemptable sporadic tasks is

schedulable by EDF if the total instantaneous

utilization of all tasks is no greater than 1, where

the relative deadline of every job is equal to its

period (i.e., the release-time difference).

(An extension to the considerations of periodic tasks) 3



Constant Utilization Server

• A constant utilization server is defined by its

instantaneous utilization us, where the scheduling of

periodic tasks and servers is done by EDF.

– Consumption Rule: A server consumes its budget only

when it executes for some sporadic job.

– Replenishment Rule: (es: budget; d: deadline)

1) Initially, es =0 and d=0.

2) When a sporadic job with execution time e arrives at time t to

an empty queue,

a) If t < d, do nothing; otherwise, d = t + e/us, and es=e.

3) At the deadline d of the server,

a) If the server is backlogged, set the server deadline to d +

e/us, and es=e.

b) If the server is idle, do nothing

• A constant utilization server is always given enough budget to

complete the job at its queue head each time its budget is replenished.



Constant Utilization Server

• A1: d=3+1.0/0.25=7; A2: At 7, d=7+2/0.25=15; A3: d=23.5

* There is no deadline missing for all periodic tasks if the total size of constant bandwidth 

servers is no larger than (1-D) if D is the total density (ei/min(di,pi)) of periodic tasks. 5



Total Bandwidth Server

• Motivation: Improve a constant utilization server

by allowing a server to claim the unused

background time.

– Consumption Rule: A server consumes its budget only

when it executes for some sporadic job.

– Replenishment Rule: (es: budget; d: deadline)

1) Initially, es =0 and d=0.

2) When a sporadic job with execution time e arrives at time t to

an empty queue, set d to max(d,t) + e/us, and es=e.

3) When the server completes the current aperiodic job, the job

is removed from the queue.

a) If the server is backlogged, set the server deadline to d

+ e/us, and es=e.

b) If the server is idle, do nothing
6



Total Bandwidth Server
• A1: d=3+1.0/0.25=7; A2: At 6.9, d=7+2/0.25=15; A3 now arrives at

14. At 14, the d is 15, and the new d = 23. A3 completes at 17.5,

instead of 19 because A3 now uses the processor idle time in

(14,15).

14
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Total Bandwidth Server

• Corollary 7.7 [Jane Liu, RTS2000] When a system of

independent, preemptable periodic tasks is schedulable with

one or more total bandwidth and constant utilization servers

on the EDF basis, every periodic task and every server

meets its deadline if the sum of the total density of periodic

tasks and the total size of all servers is no greater than 1.

• Corollary 7.8 [Jane Liu, RTS2000] When a system of

periodic tasks is schedulable with one or more total

bandwidth and constant utilization servers on the EDF basis,

every periodic task and every server meets its deadline if the

sum of the total density of periodic tasks and the total size of

all servers is no greater than 1 – bmax(np)/Dmin, where

bmax(np) and Dmin denote the maximum nonpreemptable

duration and the min(relative deadlines, sporadic job

execution time), respectively.
8



Fairness and Starvation

• Fairness: The fraction time of the processor time

in the interval attained by each server that is

backlogged throughout the interval is proportional

to the server size.

– Total bandwidth servers could be unfair:

• The size of TB1/TB2 is 0.5;

• TB1 remains backlogged in (0, t), but TB2 is idle.

• By t, TB1 have executed for t time units, and its deadline

is at least 2t.

• Between t and 2t, jobs with execution time less than t

arrives and keep TB2 backlogged; The deadline of TB2

is less than TB1

• As a result, it is unfair in (t,2t) even though it is fair in

(0,2t), where t can be any number. 9



Fairness and Starvation

• Fairness Revisiting: The fraction time of the

processor time in the interval attained by each

server that is backlogged throughout the interval

is proportional to the server size.

– A scheduler is fair in the interval (t1, t2) if the

normalized service wi(t1,t2)/ui attained by all

servers that are backlogged during the interval

differ no more than the fairness threshold

FR>=0, where wi(t1,t2) is the attained service

time of the i-th server.
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Ideally, Or, wi(t1,t2) = ui (t2-t1)

* Only an algorithm that infinitesmally fine-grain time slices among ready servers can achieve ideal fairness.
10



Fairness and Starvation

• Why Starvation?

– It is because the background time is made

available to some total bandwidth server, e.g.,

TB1 - It is also the difference between total

bandwidth servers and constant bandwidth

servers.

• An observation: The current deadline of a

constant bandwidth server of size ui is never

more than (max ei)/ui from the current time.

In other words, the length of starvation

suffered by any server is bounded by

maxi((max ei)/ui).
* The budget of a constant utilization server is never replenished before the current server deadline.
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Fairness and Starvation
• Example: u1=1/4; u2=1/8; u3=1/4; u4=3/8;

– First arrival: A1(t=0,e=1); A2(0,1); A3(0,3); A4(18, 3)

– Have servers kept backlogged continuously.

– At 18, the deadlines of TB1, TB2, and TB3 are 36, 40,

36, respectively, and they share the 18-unit service

time non-proportional to their sizes (i.e., 8, 4, and 6)

that should be 4.5, 2.25, and 4.5, respectively.
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Fairness and Starvation

• Example: u1=1/4; u2=1/8; u3=1/4; u4=3/8;

– First arrival: A1(t=0,e=1); A2(0,1); A3(0,3); A4(18, 3)

– Have servers kept backlogged continuously.

– After 18, the normalized services of all servers are

identical in time intervals of length 24 or more. Before 18,

CU1, CU2, and CU3 executes for 6, 3, and 9 units,

respectively.  No starvation but no fairness guarantee.
• The replenishing of all backlogged CU servers when a busy interval of the

system ends.
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